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Journey Outline:
In this age we are conditioned to think that our existence began with a Big Bang, that the Earth is a mere speck of dust in the universe and it moves in 
an ellipse around the Sun. Furthermore we constantly hear that the Earth would be better off without humans living on it. It is self evident that we are 
on the verge of destroying it – even without the wars taking place.

But is there another picture of our journey with the Earth that is not hopeless and soul destroying?
In the context of world history there is a deep and profound scenario that can be recognised, that can 
empower us to consciously meet the ever evolving future!

The presentation starts with a prehistory context going back to the time of the Great Flood and the 
powerful, mysterious and seemingly mythical Krsna. Time passes by through Manus (also known as 
Noah), Vishvakarman and Zorathustra. Recorded history brings us people like Moses and others like 
Gautama Budha. Consciousness is changing all the while and so is our relationship to the world 
around us, the sky above and our emerging selfhood. In the Greek era we have the birth of logic 
amongst the leaders of humanity.  Models of the sky movements started to be thought out, models 
created.  Then the great moment came when an “I” consciousness, individuated consciousness, 
becomes possible for all of humanity. Ptolemy came up with an Earth centered model of our solar 
system. This is the first model we will look at in detail to uncover the extraordinary wisdom in it.

The solar system models of genius astronomers evolve expansively over the centuries but there is a 
consistent thread weaving through many of them.

We will trace the thread to get a better grasp and expand our ability to visualise and appreciate how we 
moving through space today .............. and sense into the emerging future 
         ………….and how these movements are intimately related to you and I?

How does Earth Move
                                   ………….and Human Beings along with Her?

Dates : 27th March and 3rd April
Venue: Shepherds Ground 15 Green Wattle Creek Rd., Butterwick 2321

Note: There will be a limit of 10 persons and a commitment is needed to attend
both days for the full session.

There will be an optional 3rd day  to deepen the experience by doing geometric drawings
related to exploring the nature and lawfulnesses of infinity. No prior learning is necessary.

Times: 10-4pm

Contact   : Simon Brownbridge 0439 709 296
Bookings: info@fostertonfarm.com.au

Artwork credit - Sophia Montefiore
sophiaartperspectives.com.auCost: $80 for the 2 days


